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There is somebody wiser than any of us, and that is everybody. — Napoleon Bonaparte

The next best thing to being witty one's self, is to be able to quote another's wit. — Christian Nestell Bovee
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Quotations for Social Change

collected by Randy Schutt

Here is a collection of 303 quotations related to positive social change — the 263 quotations interspersed throughout my book *Inciting Democracy* plus 40 more that were not included in *Inciting Democracy*, but are too profound or clever to leave out of this collection. The quotations are grouped by topic. Following each quotation is its original source (if available) followed by the page number in *Inciting Democracy* where it is located [listed in square brackets]. Those quotations not in the book are designated [other]. At the end is an index of authors.

**VISIONS OF A GOOD SOCIETY**

**Striving Toward Dreams**

1. As long as I can conceive something better than myself I cannot be easy unless I am striving to bring it into existence or clearing the way for it.
   — George Bernard Shaw [xv]

2. There is nothing like dream to create the future. Utopia today, flesh and blood tomorrow.
   — Victor Hugo, poet, novelist, and dramatist (1802-1885) [213]

3. There are those, I know, who will reply that the liberation of humanity, the freedom of man and mind, is nothing but a dream. They are right. It is. It is the American Dream. — Archibald MacLeish (1892-1982), American poet, writer, Librarian of Congress [xvi]

4. You see things, and you say “Why?” But I dream things that never were, and I say “Why not?”
   — George Bernard Shaw, “Back to Methuselah” [80]

5. As recent students of utopia have articulated, vigorous utopian thinking sketches models of a peaceable kingdom, points us toward society’s repressed possibilities, enables us to see more clearly actual tendencies, both positive and negative, strengthens our grounds for rejecting existing social forms, reactivates lost dreams and longings, and encourages political action. — Ronald Aronson, *Beyond Marxism*, 1995, p. 267 [212]

**Possibilities**

6. Most of the things worth doing in the world had been declared impossible before they were done. — Louis D. Brandeis [5]

7. It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow.
   — Robert H. Goddard, pioneering rocket scientist [7]

8. That which seems the height of absurdity in one generation often becomes the height of wisdom in another. — Adlai Stevenson [209]

9. Every noble work is at first impossible. — Thomas Carlyle [209]

10. What exists, is possible. — Kenneth Boulding [7]

11. We have it in our power to begin the world over again.

12. Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.
   — Arthur C. Clarke, science fiction author [8]

13. As anyone knows who has been part of a movement, a demonstration, a campaign, or a strike, struggles undertaken for the most limited and prosaic goals have a way of opening the most profound and lyrical sense of possibility in their participants. To experience even briefly a movement’s
solidarity, equality, reciprocity, morality, collective and individual empowerment, reconciliation of individual and group, is to have a foretaste of the peaceable kingdom... Once we have experienced solidarity, we can never forget it. It may be short-lived, but its heady sensations remain. It may be still largely a dream, but we have experienced that dream. It may seem impossible, but we have looked into the face of its possibilities. — Ronald Aronson, After Marxism, 1995, p. 278 [xvii]

**ASPECTS OF A GOOD SOCIETY**

**The Golden Rule**

14. Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.
   — The Golden Rule [9, 13]

15. Do not do to others what you do not want them to do to you.
   — Confucius, Analects 15.23 [9]

16. This is the sum of duty: do naught to others which if done to thee would cause thee pain. — The Mahabharata, 5,1517 [9]

17. What is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbor: that is the whole Torah; all the rest of it is commentary. — Talmud, Shabbat 31a [9]

18. As you wish that men would do to you, do so to them.

19. Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.
   — Leviticus 19:18, Matthew 22:39 (KJ) [9]

**Freedom / Liberty**

20. The ultimate end of all revolutionary social change is to establish the sanctity of human life, the dignity of man, the right of every human being to liberty and well-being. — Emma Goldman, My Disillusionment in Russia, 1925 [15]

21. Liberty means responsibility. That is why most men dread it.
   — George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman, 1903, Maxims for Revolutionists: "Liberty and Equality” [26]

22. What I mean by Socialism is a condition of society in which there should be neither rich nor poor, neither master nor master’s man, neither idle nor overworked, neither brain-sick brain workers nor heart-sick hand workers, in a word, in which all men would be living in equality of condition, and would manage their affairs unwastefully, and with the full consciousness that harm to one would mean harm to all — the realization at last of the meaning of the word commonwealth.
   — William Morris, “Justice” (1884) [16]

23. We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain Unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.
   That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. — The Declaration of Independence of the United States of America, July 4, 1776 (Thomas Jefferson) [17]

24. The world has more than enough resources to accelerate progress in human development for all and to eradicate the worst forms of poverty from the planet. Advancing human development is not an exorbitant undertaking. For example, it has been estimated that the total additional yearly investment required to achieve universal access to basic social services would be roughly $40 billion, 0.1% of world income, barely more than a rounding error. That covers the bill for basic education, health, nutrition, reproductive health, family planning, and safe water and sanitation for all. — United Nations Development Programme, Human Development Report, 1998 [6]

25. It was once said that the moral test of government is how that government treats those who are in the dawn of life, the children; those who are in the twilight of life, the elderly; and those who are in the shadows of life — the sick, the needy and the handicapped.
   — Hubert H. Humphrey, speech at the dedication of the Hubert H. Humphrey building, Washington, DC, 4 November 1977 [243]

26. I’m not at all contemptuous of comforts, but they have their place and it is not first. — E. F. Schumacher [14]
27. The good of the people is the highest law. — Cicero [13]


29. What is more difficult, to think of an encampment on the moon or of Harlem rebuilt? Both are now within the reach of our resources. Both now depend upon human decision and human will.
   — Adlai E. Stevenson [other]

Real Patriotism

30. Our country, right or wrong. When right, to be kept right; when wrong, to be put right. — Carl Schurz, speech to the Anti-Imperialist Conference, Chicago, Illinois, Oct. 17, 1899 [147]

31. He loves his country best who strives to make it best.
   — Robert Ingersoll, speech, New York, May 29, 1882 [xvi]

32. This country, with its institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit it. Whenever they shall grow weary of the existing government they can exercise their constitutional right of amending it, or their revolutionary right to dismember or overthrow it. — Abraham Lincoln [other]

33. My country is the world, and to do good is my religion.
   — Thomas Paine, The Rights of Man, 1792, pt ii, ch. 5 [xvi]

Promoting the Public Good

34. It is the duty of the government to make it difficult for people to do wrong, easy to do right.
   — William E. Gladstone, British prime minister [244]

35. A good society enables and encourages everyone to practice her best behavior. — Randy Schutt, Inciting Democracy [18]

36. Compromise makes a good umbrella, but a poor roof; it is temporary expedient, often wise in party politics, almost sure to be unwise in statesmanship. — James Russell Lowell [other]

37. A politician thinks of the next election; a statesman thinks of the next generation. — James Freeman Clarke (1810-1888), Unitarian clergyman, writer [42]

Democracy (General)

38. The problem of democracy is not the problem of getting rid of kings. It is the problem of clothing the whole people with the elements of kingship. To make kings and queens out of a hundred million people! That is the problem of American democracy. — F. C. Morehouse [xiii]

39. Democracy is based upon the conviction that there are extraordinary possibilities in ordinary people. — Harry Emerson Fosdick [144]

40. You can never have a revolution in order to establish a democracy. You must have a democracy in order to have a revolution.
   — Gilbert K. Chesterton, Tremendous Trifles, 1909 [138]

41. Democracy is not a spectator sport.
   — Randy Schutt, Inciting Democracy [17]

42. Concentrated power can easily be captured and diverted to pernicious ends; democratic power, because it is dispersed, is more secure and resilient.
   — Randy Schutt, Inciting Democracy [18]

43. Every man has the right to be heard; but no man has the right to strangle democracy with a single set of vocal chords.
   — Adlai E. Stevenson, speech in New York City, 28 August 1952 [248]

Democracy (Majority Rule / Compromise)

44. The voice of the majority is no proof of justice.
   — Johann von Schiller [26]

45. Nothing is more odious than the majority, for it consists of a few powerful leaders, a certain number of accommodating scoundrels and submissive weaklings, and a mass of men who trot after them without thinking, or knowing their own minds.
   — Johann Wolfgang von Goethe [27]

Aspects of a Bad Society

Poverty / Inequality / Overwork

46. The child was diseased at birth, stricken with a hereditary ill that only the most vital men are able to shake off. I mean poverty — the most deadly and prevalent of all diseases. — Eugene O’Neill, playwright [240]
47. Too many people spend money they haven’t earned, to buy things they
don’t want, to impress people they don’t like. — Will Rogers [20]

48. The trouble with being in the rat race is that even if you win, you’re still
a rat. — Lily Tomlin [37]

49. We, the unwilling, led by the unknowing, are doing the impossible for
the ungrateful. We have done so much, for so long, with so little, we are
now qualified to do anything with nothing. — Office Graffiti [54]

50. The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation.
— Henry David Thoreau, Walden, 1854, “Economy” [51]

51. The world has achieved brilliance without wisdom, power without con-
science. Ours is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants.
— World War II General Omar Bradley [4]

52. The means by which we live have outdistanced the ends for which we
live. Our scientific power has outrun our spiritual power. We have
guided missiles and misguided men. — Martin Luther King, Jr. [other]

53. In this society, it is considered immoral to walk around wearing no
clothes, but perfectly acceptable to build weapons of mass destruction.
— Randy Schutt, Inciting Democracy [25]

54. Slavery was once considered “the American way.”
— Randy Schutt, Inciting Democracy [10]

55. Whenever people say “We mustn’t be sentimental,” you can take it they
are about to do something cruel. And if they add “We must be realistic,”
they mean they are going to make money out of it.
— Brigid Brophy [other]

56. Reporter: Mr. Gandhi, What do you think of Western Civilization?
Mr. Gandhi: I think it would be a good idea! [18]

57. We have the best government money can buy. — Graffiti [38]

58. If voting could change anything, it would be illegal.
— Anarchist Graffiti [62]

59. The trouble with practical jokes is that very often they get elected.
— attributed to Will Rogers [145]

60. As long as our social order regards the good of institutions rather than
the good of men, so long will there be a vocation for the rebel.
— Richard Roberts [79]

61. The business of politics consists of a series of unsentimental transactions
between those who need votes and those who have money… a world
where every quid has its quo. — Don Tyson, Senior Chair of the Board,
Tyson Foods, Inc. quoted in National Review, February 20, 1995 [239]

62. On Politics: When our people get to the point where they can do us
some good, they stop being our people. — M. Stanton Evans, quoted by

63. Here are three Constitutional changes that would forever change the
scale of politics and economics in America. Three four-word amend-
ments that could change the shape of our future. “Corporations are not
people,” “Money is not speech,” “Waste is not commerce.” If the Supre-
me Court had interpreted the Constitution as they should have, and
if they had adhered to the will of the people, these amendments would
not be necessary. But it didn’t and they are. — David Morris, Institute
for Local Self-Reliance, interview, Positive Alternatives, Center for Eco-
nomic Conversion, 8:3 (Spring 1998), p. 9 [241]

64. The surface of American society is covered with a layer of democratic
paint, but from time to time one can see the old aristocratic colors
breaking through. — Alexis de Tocqueville [60]
65. The owners and top-level managers in large income-producing properties are far and away the dominant power figures in the United States. Their corporations, banks, and agribusinesses come together as a corporate community that dominates the federal government in Washington. Their real estate, construction, and land development companies form growth coalitions that dominate most local governments. Granted, there is competition within both the corporate community and the local growth coalitions for profits and investment opportunities, and there are sometimes tensions between national corporations and local growth coalitions, but both are cohesive on policy issues affecting their general welfare, and in the face of demands by organized workers, liberals, environmentalists, and neighborhoods. — William Domhoff, *Who Rules America: Power and Politics in the Year 2000*, p. 1 [36]

66. We have a governing system of the power elite, by the power elite, and largely for the power elite. Excluded from the decision arena, most ordinary people are relegated to watching silently from the sidelines as elite interests dictate the contours of their lives.
— Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [38]

67. The public be damned! — Railroad baron William H. Vanderbilt, (1821-1885) quoted by Melville E. Stone, head of the Associated Press, *Fifty Years as a Journalist* [38]

68. It is privilege that causes evil in the world, not wickedness, and not men.

69. When politicians and pundits say the American people want free trade, capital gains tax reductions, and less government regulation, it makes no sense. Most people couldn’t care less about these things. But if you substitute the phrase “the power elite” for “the American people,” the meaning becomes clear.
— Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [38]

**Wealth Disparity**

70. No one can earn a million dollars honestly.
— William Jennings Bryan [39]

71. Behind every great fortune there is a crime.
— Honoré de Balzac [39]

72. We can have democracy in this country or we can have great wealth concentrated in the hands of a few, but we can’t have both.
— Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis [240]

73. The more heavily a man is supposed to be taxed, the more power he has to escape being taxed. — Graffito [other]

74. We may congratulate ourselves that this cruel war is nearing its end. It has cost a vast amount of treasure and blood. It has indeed been a trying hour for the Republic; but I see in the near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me and causes me to tremble for the safety of my country. As a result of the war, corporations have been enshrined and an era of corruption in high places will follow, and the money power of the country will endeavor to prolong its reign by working upon the prejudices of the people until all wealth is aggregated in a few hands and the Republic is destroyed. I feel at this moment more anxiety for the safety of my country than ever before, even in the midst of war. God grant that my suspicions may prove groundless.
— U.S. President Abraham Lincoln, letter to Col. William F. Elkins, 21 November 1864 [241]

75. There is no such thing as a “self-made” man. We are made up of thousands of others. Everyone who has ever done a kind deed for us, or spoken one word of encouragement to us, has entered into the make-up of our character and of our thoughts.
— George Matthew Adams [other]

76. **Gross Inequity is Indefensible**

There is no reasonable justification for one person to make as much money in a few days as another earns in a lifetime. No matter how smart, beautiful, refined, charismatic, brave, clever, educated, experienced, or hard working, no human being deserves to receive five thousand times as much money as another. But billionaires in our society today typically realize more return on their investments in just two days than someone paid the minimum wage earns in fifty years of hard work.

Our economic system rewards luck, inheritance, chicanery, and raw power. It scarcely rewards effort and usually discounts virtue. In defending this absurd system, apologists can ultimately cite only its supremacy and invincibility: it exists and so far, no one has been able to change it, therefore it must be worthy. Skewed political and social relations rest on similarly specious logic and equally lame excuses. They too are indefensible in a civilized society.
— Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [41]

**Capitalism**

77. Capitalism is the astounding belief that the most wickedest of men will do the most wickedest of things for the greatest good of everyone.
— Sir Maynard Keynes, economist [20]
78. Under capitalism, it’s dog eat dog. Under Communism, it’s just the opposite. — Polish Joke [43]

79. The American system of ours, call it Americanism, call it Capitalism, call it what you like, gives each and every one of us a great opportunity if we only seize it with both hands and make the most of it.
— Al Capone, American gangster, 1929 interview, quoted by Claud Cockburn, *In Time of Trouble*, 1956 [199]

**Economic Responsibility**

80. So the question is, do corporate executives, provided they stay within the law, have responsibilities in their business activities other than to make as much money for their stockholders as possible? And my answer to that is, no they do not.
— economist Milton Friedman, ChemTech, 1974 [242]

81. Goods produced under conditions which do not meet a rudimentary standard of decency should be regarded as contraband and ought not to be able to pollute the channels of interstate commerce.
— President Roosevelt in a message to Congress on the 1937 Fair Labor Standards Act [242]

**Militarism**

82. In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex.
— President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Farewell Address, January 17, 1961 [25]

83. It is the habit of every aggressor nation to claim that it is acting on the defensive.
— Jawaharlal Nehru [241]

84. I spent thirty-three years and four months in active military service as a member of this country’s most agile military force, the Marine Corps. I served in all commissioned ranks from Second Lieutenant to Major-General. And during that period, I spent most of my time being a high class muscle-man for Big Business, for Wall Street, and for the Bankers. In short, I was a racketeer, a gangster for capitalism.

I suspected I was just part of a racket at the time. Now I am sure of it. Like all the members of the military profession, I never had a thought of my own until I left the service. My mental faculties remained in suspended animation while I obeyed the orders of higher-ups. This is typical with everyone in the military service.

I helped make Mexico, especially Tampico, safe for American oil interests in 1914. I helped make Haiti and Cuba a decent place for the National City Bank boys to collect revenues in. I helped in the raping of half a dozen Central American republics for the benefits of Wall Street. The record of racketeering is long. I helped purify Nicaragua for the international banking house of Brown Brothers in 1909-1912. I brought light to the Dominican Republic for American sugar interests in 1916.

In China, I helped to see to it that Standard Oil went its way unmolested.
— Major General Smedley Butler, USMC, speech delivered in 1933 [41]

85. Might doesn’t determine who is right, only who is left.
— Bumpersticker [51]

**Repression**

86. When I give food to the poor, they call me a saint.
When I ask why the poor have no food, they call me a communist.
— Dom Helder Camara, Brazilian Archbishop [41]

87. It is dangerous to be right when the government is wrong.
— Voltaire [219]

88. No other offense has ever been visited with such severe penalties as seeking to help the oppressed.
— Clarence Darrow [42]

89. Help the police. Beat yourself up! — Anarchist Graffiti [42]

**Destructive Cultural Conditioning**

90. Children are natural mimics who act like their parents despite every effort to teach them good manners.
— Mark Twain [44]

91. No one is born a bigot.
— Bumpersticker [5]

92. There is no absurdity so palpable but that it may be firmly planted in the human head if only you begin to inculcate it before the age of five, by constantly repeating it with an air of great solemnity.
— Arthur Schopenhauer [44]
93. Give me a child for the first seven years, and you may do what you like with him afterwards.
   — Jesuit Maxim, recorded in Lean’s Collectanea vol. 3 (1903) [44]

94. As the twig is bent, so grows the tree. — English Proverb [66]

95. The most important factor for the development of the individual is the structure and the values of the society into which he was born.
   — Erich Fromm [44]

96. People in groups tend to agree on courses of action which, as individuals, they know are stupid. — Graffiti [43]

97. Distrust all men in whom the impulse to punish is powerful.
   — Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) [245]

98. If only there were evil people somewhere insidiously committing evil deeds and it were necessary only to separate them from the rest of us and destroy them. But the line dividing good and evil cuts through the heart of every human being. And who is willing to destroy a piece of his own heart? — Alexander Solzhenitsyn [other]

**Dysfunctional Emotional Conditioning**

99. Many people truly believe they are stupid, ugly, or worthless because they were told this repeatedly throughout their childhoods.
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [45]

100. The floggings will continue until morale improves.
    — Office Graffiti [46]

101. Sticks and stones can break your bones, but words can break your heart.
    — Graffiti [45]

102. The greater the feeling of inferiority that has been experienced, the more powerful is the urge to conquest and the more violent the emotional agitation. — Alfred Adler (1870-1937), Austrian psychiatrist [46]

103. Madness takes its toll. Please have exact change. — Office Graffiti [46]

104. One will rarely err if extreme actions be ascribed to vanity, ordinary actions to habit, and mean actions to fear. — Friedrich Nietzsche [71]

105. **Human Being**
   **Contents:** 100% Pure Human Being
   **Care Instructions:** Hand wash with mild soap, towel dry.
   Regularly shower with warm affection. Leave self-worth intact.
   Use no bleach. Do not tumble, squeeze, or wring dry.
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [45]

**Widespread Ignorance**

106. The trouble with people is not that they don’t know, but that they know so much that ain’t so. — Josh Billings [47]

107. You can fool all the people all the time if the advertising budget is big enough. — former Republican political campaign consultant Ed Rollins to columnist Frank Rich, August 6, 1996 after publication of Rollin’s book *Bare Knuckles and Back Rooms* [41]

**Misdirected Change Efforts**

108. If the only tool you have is a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail. — Abraham Maslow, *Pearls of Wisdom* [96]

109. Experience is a hard teacher because she gives the test first, the lesson afterwards.
    — Vernon Sanders Law, “How to be a Winner,” *This Week* [48]

110. After suffering years of frustration, many progressive activists are content merely to “make a statement” instead of actually being heard or to be heard rather than having influence or to have influence instead of having decision-making power or to seize decision-making power rather than creating a true democracy of empowered citizens.
    — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [48]

111. Fanaticism consists in redoubling your efforts when you have forgotten your aim. — George Santayana, *The Life of Reason*, 1905-06 [49]

112. The road to Hell is paved with good intentions. — Proverb [50]
**MOVING FORWARD**

**Direction**

113. If we don’t change direction, then we’re likely to end up where we’re headed. — Graffiti [60]

114. No matter how far you’ve gone down the wrong road, turn back.  
— Turkish Proverb [62]

115. “Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to walk from here?”  
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the Cat.  
“I don’t much care where,” said Alice.  
“Then it doesn’t matter which way you walk.”  
— Lewis Carroll, *Alice in Wonderland* [67]

116. If we could first know where we are, and whither we are tending, we could then better judge what to do, and how to do it.  
— Abraham Lincoln [34]

117. More than any other time in history, mankind faces a crossroads. One path leads to despair and utter hopelessness. The other to total extinction. Let us pray we have the wisdom to choose correctly.  

**Goals**

118. In the long run, men hit only what they aim at…. they’d better aim at something high. — Henry David Thoreau [196]

119. Aim for excellence, not perfection. — Proverb [196]

120. Pick battles big enough to matter, small enough to win.  

**Steps Forward**

121. A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step.  
— Lao-Tsu [sv]

122. I walk slowly, but I never walk backward. — Abraham Lincoln [170]

123. The man who goes alone can start today; but he who travels with another must wait till that other is ready. — Henry David Thoreau [184]

124. Steps in a project:  
1. Wild enthusiasm  
2. Disillusionment  
3. Total confusion  
4. Search for the guilty  
5. Punishment of the innocent  
6. Promotion of nonparticipants  
— Office Graffiti [186]

**STRATEGY FOR CHANGE**

**Planning for Change**

125. If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.  
— Henry David Thoreau [239]

126. Politics is perhaps the only profession for which no preparation is thought necessary. — Robert Louis Stevenson [other]

127. Experience without theory is blind, but theory without experience is mere intellectual play. — Immanuel Kant [other]

**Fundamental Change**

128. Just because everything is different doesn’t mean anything has changed.  
— Irene Peter [4]

129. All change is not growth, as all movement is not forward.  
— Ellen Glasgow [other]

130. There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking at the root.  

131. Charity sees the need, not the cause. — German Proverb [other]

132. Whenever we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the universe. — John Muir [49]
133. Sorry, we are too busy mopping the floor to turn off the faucet.  
   — Office Graffiti [274]

**Power**

134. Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely. 
   — Lord Acton, letter to Mandell Creighton, April 1887 [60]

135. Power concedes nothing without a demand, it never has and it never will. — Frederick Douglass [79]

136. Power without responsibility is oppressive.  
   Responsibility without power is depressing.  
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [82]

137. The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any. — Alice Walker [91]

**Witholding Consent**

138. I am your king, and you’d better do what I say or else I can’t be king anymore. — cartoonist B. Kliban [88]

139. Sometime they’ll give a war and nobody will come. 
   — Carl Sandburg, *The People, Yes* [43]

140. He that complies against his will 
   Is of his own opinion still.  
   — Samuel Butler (1612-1680), *Hudibras*, 3, 3, 547 [88]

**Nonviolent Action**

141. In this age of the rule of brute force, it is almost impossible for anyone to believe that anyone else could possibly reject the law of the final supremacy of brute force. — Mohandas Gandhi [87]

142. There are only two forces in the world, the sword and the spirit. In the long run the sword will always be conquered by the spirit.  
   — Napoleon Bonaparte [65]

143. Let me say, at the risk of seeming ridiculous, that the true revolutionary is guided by great feelings of love. — Ché Guevara [88]

144. **The Goal is Positive Change**
   Something seems wrong to most people engaged in struggle when they see more people hurt on their own side than on the other side. They are used to reading this as an indication of defeat, and a complete mental readjustment is required of them. Within the new terms of struggle, victory has nothing to do with their being able to give more punishment than they take (quite the reverse); victory has nothing to do with their being able to punish the other at all; it has to do simply with being able, finally, to make the other move... Vengeance is not the point; change is.  
   — Barbara Deming, “On Revolution and Equilibrium,” *We Are All Part of One Another: A Barbara Deming Reader* [91]

145. **Tips for Action**
   Re-direct your anger into positive action.  
   Convert your fear into excitement.  
   Stand tall on your principles.  
   And don’t forget to have fun!  
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [91]

146. Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable. — John Fitzgerald Kennedy [other]

**Cultural Change**

147. Since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed.  
   — UNESCO Constitution, 1946 [9]

148. The great law of culture is to let each become all that he was created capable of being; expand, if possible to his full growth; resisting all impediments, casting off all foreign, especially noxious adhesions, and show himself in his own shape and stature, be those what they may.  
   — Thomas Carlyle [70]

149. I know that most men, including those at ease with problems of the greatest complexity, can seldom accept even the simplest and most obvious truth, if it be such as would oblige them to admit the falsity of conclusions which they have delighted in explaining to colleagues, which they have proudly taught to others, and which they have woven, thread by thread, into the fabric of their lives. — Leo Tolstoy [47]

150. Habit is habit and not to be flung out of the window by any man, but coaxed downstairs a step at a time. — Mark Twain [69]
151. To get the bad customs of a country changed and new ones, though better, introduced, it is necessary first to remove the prejudices of the people, enlighten their ignorance, and convince them that their interests will be promoted by the proposed changes; and this is not the work of a day. — Benjamin Franklin (1781) [129]

152. To reform a man, you must begin with his grandmother. — Victor Hugo [206]

**Effort, Persistence, and Endurance**

153. By the fall of drops of water, by degrees, a pot is filled. — The Hitopadesa [73]

154. Energy and persistence conquer all things. — Benjamin Franklin [73]

155. The average person puts only 25% of his energy and ability into his work. The world takes off its hat to those who put in more than 50% of their capacity, and stands on its head for those few and far between souls who devote 100%. — Andrew Carnegie [132]

156. Victory belongs to the most persevering. — Napoleon Bonaparte [152]

157. A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it. — Max Planck, *A Scientific Autobiography*, 1949 [172]

158. Few things are impossible to diligence and skill… Great works are performed, not by strength, but endurance. — Samuel Johnson [176]

159. Light is the task where many share the toil. — Homer [73]

160. No social advance rolls in on the wheels of inevitability. It comes through the tireless efforts and persistent work of dedicated individuals. — Martin Luther King, Jr. [other]

161. Genius is one per cent inspiration and ninety-nine per cent perspiration. — Thomas A. Edison [other]

162. The only time you don’t fail is the last time you try anything — and it works. — William Strong [207]

163. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. — Thomas Jefferson [other]

**Pace of Change**

164. This time, like all times, is a very good one, if we but know what to do with it. — Ralph Waldo Emerson, “The American Scholar” lecture at Harvard, 1837 [85]

165. Take time for all things: great haste makes great waste. — Benjamin Franklin [189]

166. Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler. — Albert Einstein [189]

**Miscellaneous Change**

167. Hey buddy, can you spare some social change? — Bumpersticker [131]

168. The wind and the waves are always on the side of the ablest navigators. — Edward Gibbon, English historian (1737-94) [75]

169. An invasion of armies can be resisted, but not an idea whose time has come. — Victor Hugo [other]

**Nurturing Kind Hearts**

170. I have yet to find the man, however exalted his station, who did not do better work and put forth greater effort under a spirit of approval than under a spirit of criticism. — Charles Schwab [other]

171. Children need love, especially when they do not deserve it. — Harold S. Hulbert [other]

172. Expect people to be people. — Graffiti [133]

**Education**

173. Only the truth is revolutionary. — Graffiti, Paris, May 1968 [64]

174. In an age of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act. — George Orwell [61]
175. Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make thee mad.
   — Aldous Huxley [77]

176. All truth passes through three stages:
   First, it is ridiculed.
   Second, it is violently opposed.
   Third, it is accepted as being self-evident.
   — Arthur Schopenhauer [165]

### Education for Democracy

177. A popular Government, without popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or, perhaps both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance: And a people who mean to be their own Governors, must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives.
   — James Madison, letter to W.T. Barry 4 August 1822 [66]

178. Today the world is the victim of propaganda because people are not intellectually competent. More than anything the United States needs effective citizens competent to do their own thinking.
   — William Mather Lewis [201]

179. I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of society but the people themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to inform their discretion by education. This is the true corrective of abuses of constitutional power.
   — Thomas Jefferson, letter to William Charles Jarvis, 28 September 1820 [64]

180. Since a democratic society repudiates the principle of external authority, it must find a substitute in voluntary disposition and interest; these can be created only by education.
   — John Dewey [68]

181. Enlighten the people generally, and tyranny and oppressions of body and mind will vanish like the evil spirits at the dawn of day.
   — Thomas Jefferson, letter to Pierre S. du Pont de Nemours, 24 April 1816 [69]

182. Which is the best government? That which teaches us to govern ourselves.
   — Johann Wolfgang von Goethe [69]

### The Value of Education

183. Education makes a people easy to lead, but difficult to drive; easy to govern, but impossible to enslave.
   — Henry Peter Brougham (1778-1868) [other]

184. One cannot impose a cooperative, democratic society on people — they must adopt it and claim it as their own. Activists who are truly progressive cannot use force or trickery; we can only serve as mentors and midwives, showing the way and facilitating the birth of a new society. Our means must reflect our desired ends if we want our means to lead to those ends.
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [66]

### Progressive Educational Methods

185. Human history becomes more and more a race between education and catastrophe.
   — H.G. Wells, *The Outline of History*, Ch. 15 (1920) [95]

186. Ideas are the factors that lift civilization. They create revolutions. There is more dynamite in an idea than in many bombs.
   — John H. Vincent [77]

187. We have come out of the time when obedience, the acceptance of discipline, intelligent courage and resolution, were most important, into that more difficult time when it is a person’s duty to understand the world rather than simply fight for it.
   — Ernest Hemingway [98]

188. If you think education is expensive, try ignorance.
   — Derek Bok, President, Harvard University [120]

189. You cannot teach a man anything; you can only help him find it within himself.
   — Galileo [77]

190. The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically... Intelligence plus character — that is the goal of true education.
   — Martin Luther King, Jr. [96]

191. Education is not filling a bucket but lighting a fire.
   — William Butler Yeats [96]

192. Interest is the greatest teacher.
   — Proverb [99]
193. I have never let my schooling interfere with my education.
   — Mark Twain [other]

194. If we taught children to speak, they’d never learn.
   — William Hull [other]

195. He that is taught only by himself has a fool for a master.
   — Ben Jonson [103]

196. What you are speaks so loudly I can’t hear what you say.
   — Ralph Waldo Emerson [111]

197. The true teacher defends his pupils against his own personal influence.
   — Amos Bronson Alcott [112]

198. They may forget what you said, but they will never forget how you made them feel. — Carl W. Buechner [125]

199. The greatest sign of success for a teacher is to be able to say, “The children are now working as if I did not exist.”
   — Maria Montessori, Italian educator (1870-1952) [125]

**Schools Versus Prison**

200. He who opens a school door, closes a prison. — Victor Hugo [19]

201. It costs the same to send a person to prison or to Harvard. The difference is the curriculum. — Paul Hawken [27]

**Understanding and Learning from Others**

**Understanding Others**

202. Don’t judge a person until you have walked a mile in his moccasins.
   — Proverb [15]

203. To understand everything is to forgive everything.
   — French Proverb [10]

204. I never met a man I didn’t like. — Will Rogers [10]

205. Freedom rings where opinions clash. — Adlai E. Stevenson [17]

206. A man must be both stupid and uncharitable who believes there is no virtue or truth but on his own side.
   — Joseph Addison, English poet [26]

207. I have never in my life learned anything from any man who agreed with me. — Dudley Field Malone [other]

208. It’s the not me in thee that makes thee so valuable to me.
   — Quaker Proverb [148]

209. Until you can see the truth in at least three sides of an issue, you probably don’t understand it. And until you can convincingly argue all three perspectives, you probably can’t work with a diverse group of people to find a mutually satisfactory solution.
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [108]

210. There are two ways for me to win an argument: I can convince my opponents that I am right. Or they can convince me they are right; then when I adopt their perspective, I also become right.
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [201]

**Learning from Others**

211. If I have seen further, it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.
   — Isaac Newton, letter to Robert Hooke, 5 Feb 1675 [xii]

212. If I have seen further, it is by standing on the backs of the downtrodden masses. — Activist wit [xii]

213. Wise people seek out those who know more than they do…and steal their ideas. — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [xii]

**Questioning**

214. Sit down before fact as a little child, be prepared to give up every preconceived notion, follow humbly wherever and to whatever abysses Nature leads, or you shall learn nothing. — Thomas Huxley, letter to Charles Kingsley, 1860 [4]
215. The Ignorant know nothing. The Provincial know only the perspective of their own community. Traditionalists hear new ideas, but cling to those of their ancestors. Conformists learn of alternative perspectives, but embrace only the most conventional. Zealots know of other ideas, but accept only what they already believe. The Confused stumble across many perspectives, but don’t know what to believe. It is only the Explorers, the Curious Students, the Free-thinkers, the Scholars who seek out many perspectives and thoroughly investigate each one to dig out its truth. — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [108]

216. Take from others what you want, but never be a disciple of anyone.
— A. S. Neill, director of Summerhill School [112]

217. An ideology that cannot withstand intense challenge is invariably anti-progressive. Through questioning, ideas grow to be more robust and compelling.

**Question Authority!**
— Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [112]

**PERSONAL ASPECTS OF CHANGE WORK**

**A Life of Purpose**

218. Respectable men and women content with good and easy living are missing some of the most important things in life. Unless you give yourself to some great cause you haven’t even begun to live.
— William P. Merrill [113]

219. The purpose of life is a life of purpose. — Robert Byrne [114]

220. One of the deep secrets of life is that all that is really worth doing is what we do for others. — Lewis Carroll [227]

221. As a well-spent day brings happy sleep, so life well used brings happy death. — Leonardo da Vinci [other]

222. Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. — Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. [other]

223. Men do less than they ought, unless they do all that they can.
— Thomas Carlyle [other]

224. If your contribution has been vital there will always be somebody to pick up where you left off, and that will be your claim to immortality.
— Walter Gropius (1883-1969), architect [189]

225. Do the best you can — you can’t do any better than that.
— Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [72]

**Inaction**

226. The penalty good men pay for indifference to public affairs is to be ruled by evil men. — Plato [76]

227. All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.
— Edmund Burke (1729-1797), British statesman and orator [200]

228. He who allows oppression, shares the crime. — Erasmus Darwin [other]

229. Washing one’s hands of the conflict between the powerful and the powerless means to side with the powerful, not to be neutral.
— Paulo Freire [198]

230. The whole problem with the world is that fools and fanatics are always so certain of themselves, and wiser people so full of doubts.
— Bertrand Russell [209]

231. If I am not for myself, who will be for me? And if I am only for myself, what am I? And if not now — when?
— Hillel [other]

232. Even if you’re on the right track — you’ll get run over if you just sit there. — Arthur Godfrey [other]

233. The meek shall inherit what’s left of the earth. — Graffiti [63]

234. In Germany they came first for the Communists, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Communist. Then they came for the Jews, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Jew. Then they came for the trade-unionists, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a trade-unionist. Then they came for the Catholics, and I didn’t speak up because I was a Protestant. Then they came for me and by that time no one was left to speak up. — attributed to Rev. Martin Niemoller [208]
Courage to Work for Change

235. Life shrinks or expands in proportion to one’s courage.
   — Anaïs Nin [91]

236. Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear — not absence of fear.
   — Mark Twain [other]

237. A ship in harbor is safe — but that is not what ships are for.
   — John A. Shedd [other]

Personal Preparation

238. To be in good moral condition requires at least as much training as to be in good physical condition. — Jawaharlal Nehru [102]

239. True enjoyment comes from activity of the mind and exercise of the body; the two are ever united. — Humboldt [104]

240. Let him that would move the world, first move himself.
   — Socrates [104]

241. Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of changing himself. — Leo Tolstoy [109]

Initiative

242. Every new opinion, at its starting, is precisely in a minority of one.
   — Thomas Carlyle [182]

243. There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order to things. — Niccolò Machiavelli [other]

244. In the beginning of a change, the patriot is a scarce man, and brave, and hated and scorned. When his cause succeeds, the timid join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot. — Mark Twain, Notebook [167]

245. The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one persists to adapt the world to himself. Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable man. — George Bernard Shaw [other]

Enthusiasm

246. Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.
   — Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Circles,” Essays: First Series, 1841 [143]

247. The worst thing is to get involved with people who aren’t passionate about what they’re doing. — William Dafoe [184]

Emotions

248. By starving emotions we become humorless, rigid and stereotyped; by repressing them we become literal, reformatory and holier-than-thou; encouraged, they perfume life; discouraged, they poison it.
   — Joseph Collins [72]

249. A hearty laugh gives one a dry cleaning, while a good cry is a wet wash.
   — Puzant Kevork Thomajan [71]

250. I was angry with my friend:
   I told my wrath, my wrath did end.
   I was angry with my foe:
   I told it not, my wrath did grow.
   — William Blake [other]

Fun

251. People are more fun than anybody. — Dorothy Parker [72]

252. It’s never too late to have a happy childhood. — Bumpersticker [226]

253. He who laughs, lasts. — Office Graffiti [other]

Wisdom

254. Cleverness is not wisdom. — Euripides [xviii]

255. God, give us grace to accept with serenity the things that cannot be changed, courage to change the things which should be changed, and the wisdom to distinguish the one from the other.
   — Reinhold Niebuhr, The Serenity Prayer, 1934 [130]
Progressive Leadership

256. A leader is best
When people barely know he exists.
Not so good when people obey and acclaim him,
Worse when they despise him.
“Fail to honor people,
They fail to honor you.”
But of a good leader, who talks little,
When his work is done, his aim fulfilled,
They will say, “We did this ourselves.”
— Lao-tzu, The Way of Life According to Lao-Tsu (sic)
an American version, by Wittern Bynner [sic]

257. I don’t want you to follow me or anyone else... I would not lead you into [the] promised land if I could, because if I could lead you in, someone else could lead you out.
— Eugene V. Debs (1855-1926), American socialist [48]

258. Trust men and they will be true to you; treat them greatly and they will show themselves great. — Ralph Waldo Emerson [84]

259. Keep away from people who try to belittle your ambitions. Small people always do that, but the really great make you feel that you, too, can become great. — Mark Twain [other]

260. Leadership is getting someone to do what they don’t want to do, to achieve what they want to achieve. — Tom Landry [142]

261. If a better system is thine, impart it; if not, make use of mine.
— Horace [191]

Solidarity / Unity

262. We must learn to live together as brothers or perish together as fools.
— Martin Luther King, Jr. [78]

263. We must all hang together, or most assuredly we shall all hang separately. — Benjamin Franklin [149]

264. Together we stand, divided we freak out.
— Randy Schutt, Inciting Democracy [148]

WORKING FOR POSITIVE CHANGE

Do Right

265. Be not simply good; be good for something.
— Henry David Thoreau [other]

266. Make yourself an honest man, and then you may be sure there is one less rascal in the world. — Thomas Carlyle [118]

267. Always do right. This will gratify some people, and astonish the rest.
— Mark Twain, speech, Greenpoint Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, NY 1901 [65]

268. Freedom is the right to be wrong, not the right to do wrong.
— John G. Riefenbaker [other]

269. Associate reverently, as much as you can, with your loftiest thoughts.
— Henry David Thoreau [other]

270. In your public work, don’t be afraid of exposure: If you do it, be proud of it. If you’re not proud of it, don’t do it.
— Randy Schutt, Inciting Democracy [26]

271. May you live your life as if the maxim of your actions were to become universal law. — Immanuel Kant, Groundwork to a Metaphysics of Morals, Ch. 1, 1785 [131]

272. Nothing astonishes men so much as common sense and plain dealing.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Art,” Essays: First Series, 1841 [131]

273. Few things are harder to put up with than the annoyance of a good example.
— Mark Twain, Pudd’nhead Wilson’s Calendar, Ch. 19, 1894 [80]

Fight for What’s Right

274. We fight not to enslave, but to set a country free, and to make room upon the earth for honest men to live in. — Thomas Paine [203]

275. Not for ourselves alone, but for all humanity... Let us hasten to find the path that leads to liberty, safety, and peace for everyone.
276. Give the gift that keeps on giving: a good society. Your grandchildren will be glad you did. — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [207]

**Inspiration / Hope**

277. The difficult is done at once; the impossible takes a little longer.
   — Anthony Trollope, *Phineas Redux*, 1873 [xvi]

278. The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today. Let us move forward with strong and active faith.
   — Franklin Delano Roosevelt [xviii]

279. One man with an idea in his head is in danger of being considered a madman: two men with the same idea in common may be foolish, but can hardly be mad; ten men sharing an idea begin to act, a hundred draw attention as fanatics, a thousand and society begins to tremble, a hundred thousand and there is war abroad, and the cause has victories tangible and real; and why only a hundred thousand? Why not a hundred million and peace upon the earth? You and I who agree together, it is we who have to answer that question.

280. Fortunately, many people would prefer to live a simple life in a good society than a life of riches and power in a horrible society.
   — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [10]

281. It is from numberless diverse acts of courage and belief that human history is shaped. Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million different centers of energy and daring those ripples build a current which can sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.
   — Robert F. Kennedy [135]

282. It is stupid to be naively hopeful, but it is also a mistake to underestimate the power of the human heart. When touched deeply and ignited to a feverish passion, people can hurl rivers into the air and entice mountains to dance. — Randy Schutt, *Inciting Democracy* [178]

**Act!**

283. Thunder is good, thunder is impressive, but it is the lightning that does the work. — Mark Twain [181]

284. Only those who attempt the absurd can achieve the impossible.
   — Graffiti [210]

285. In great attempts it is glorious even to fail. — Cassius [210]

286. The probability that we may fail in the struggle ought not to deter us from the support of a cause we believe to be just.
   — Abraham Lincoln [210]

287. Defeat is not the worst of failures. Not to have tried is the true failure.
   — George E. Woodberry [210]

288. People can be divided into three groups: those who make things happen, those who watch things happen, and those who wonder what happened.
   — John Newburn [190]

289. We are face to face with our destiny and we must meet it with a high and resolute courage. For us is the life of action, of strenuous performance of duty; let us live in the harness, striving mightily; let us rather run the risk of wearing out than rusting out. — Theodore Roosevelt [191]

**Cynicism**

290. It won’t work. We know because we haven’t tried it.
   — English Proverb [197]

291. If you think you can do a thing, or think you can’t do a thing, you’re right. — Henry Ford [204]

292. No matter how cynical you get, it is impossible to keep up.
   — Lily Tomlin [7]

293. A cynic is an idealist turned inside out. — Graffiti [210]

294. Every civilizing step in history has been ridiculed as “sentimental,” “impractical,” or “womanish,” etc., by those whose fun, profit or convenience was at stake. — Joan Gilbert [other]

**Set Backs**

295. Into each life some rain must fall.
   — Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882), poet [xvi]


**MISCELLANEOUS**

**Quotations and Words**

296. A witty saying proves nothing. — Voltaire [xviii]

297. I hate quotation. — Ralph Waldo Emerson [xviii]

298. We are getting into semantics again. If we use words, there is a very grave danger they will be misinterpreted. — Nixon aide H. R. Haldeman testifying in his own defense at the Watergate hearings [199]

**Books**

299. Books are the quietest and most constant of friends; they are the most accessible and wisest of counsellors, and the most patient of teachers. — Charles W. Eliot, educator (1834-1926) [232]

300. The books which help you most are those which make you think the most. — Theodore Parker, American religious leader (1810-1860) [211]

301. If there is a book you really want to read but it hasn’t been written yet, then you must write it. — Toni Morrison, speech [236]

**Answers**

302. Answers — 50 cents
   Answers requiring thought — $1.00
   Correct answers — $2.00
   Dumb looks are still free.
   — Office Graffiti [xx]

**Misplaced Efforts**

303. Insanity without ambition is like a machine gun without bullets.
   — Graffiti at Stanford University, 1990 [205]
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